We analyze the determinants of the real price of crude oil by means of an equilibrium correction model over the last two decades where we focus on the aspects of the physical market that impact on the clearing price. We find that two cointegrating relations affect the changes in prices: one refers to OPEC's behavior, attempting to control prices using its market power and quotas; the other to the coverage rate of OECD expected future demand using inventory behaviors. We derive a forecasting equation for the change in oil prices which we use to assess the speculative elements of the price increases of the period 2000-05. We show that worries alien to the physical markets were the causes of the increase in oil prices and we quantify their overall impact.
Introduction
From the inception of the 2003 military intervention of allied forces in Iraq, also known as the second Gulf war, until mid-2008, the price of crude oil has witnessed an increase in volatility and an upward trending pattern. Some experts and the media have been led to forecasting a probable end of oil resources in order to explain this situation (Vidal, 2005) . This has induced many countries (the U.S. being foremost:
see Bezdek, 2007) to develop alternative renewable sources of energy. Yet, it is still unclear how to measure the premium on the price of crude oil that is put by anxious market participants. This paper is a contribution towards this objective.
The standard approach to estimating speculative elements would consist in focusing on pricing from the perspective of volatility in futures markets. Without a baseline model for the future cost of extraction and an estimate of reserves that are yet to be proven, such a methodology might only lead to estimating speculators's speculations.
We propose a different vision: analyze, by means of an integrated-cointegrated (so called equilibrium-, or error-, correction) model, the behavior of the physical determinants of real oil prices (i.e. related to supply and demand for quantities of oil; as Merino and Ortiz (2005) , we define them as resulting from the actions of agents involved in production, processing or merchandising of the commodity) and derive their implications for price variations. Any systematic departure from historical patterns is then innovative and can be called a market premium. Using the latter expression, we depart from authors such as Merino and Ortiz (2005) who refer to the seemingly unexplainable deviation between observed and modeled prices as a 'price premium'.
We think that our choice of term allows for a different evaluation of risk and uncertainty by market participants, but their valuation thereof may potentially be correct (we do not take a position on this issue). Hence we do not assume that there is a premium in prices per se, but differences in the perception of market conditions relative to historical standards.
Proponents of the estimation of market premia on oil prices using financial instruments include, inter alia, Barros Luís (2001) who develops a risk aversion measure which is used to assess the risk premium implicit in option future contracts. Also, Sadorsky (2002) considers the opportunity to hold oil options when maximizing a portfolio's return and uses an ARMAX-ARCH model to forecast that return. As for volatility estimation, Kuper (2002) uses a GARCH framework for estimating markets' historical uncertainty via price ranges. Directly focusing on futures prices, Fong and See (2002) also estimate a GARCH model but with added Markov regime switching: estimated over 1992-97, it fits the data well and also performs advantageously in out-of-sample forecasting. Working on a sample ranging from 1988 to 2003 , Sadorsky (2006 also compares models of conditional volatility in futures markets and shows that univariate GARCH are preferable to other univariate or multivariate specifications, but that when evaluating Value-at-Risk, non-parametric estimation performs well.
Our decision to focus in this paper on linear models turns out quite rare in this line of research. Most of the existent literature that uses linear techniques tends to estimate the interaction between oil price and economic activity in oil importing or exporting countries. For instance, Hamilton (2000) uses the output gap as a basis for assessing the disruptive effects of oil price hikes on agents' behaviors. Amano and van Norden (1998) prove the existence of a strong relation between real oil prices, exchange rates and terms of trade in major oil importing economies. Also important is our wish to focus on determinants of market prices, not on economic elements presiding over the physical supply side, namely the level of proven reserves, itself function of wells where extraction is economically sound, which in turns depends on the price of oil. The reader is referred e.g. to Farzin (2000) for such an approach.
Surprisingly few authors have focused on crude oil price determination and forecasting. Verleger (1982) was probably the first, but in his time, he could only focus on the link between official and spot (Rotterdam) prices. Among recent papers, Tang and Hammoudeh (2002) use a model whereby OPEC attempts to control prices within a target range: they establish the presence of a non-linear relation between production quotas, inventory levels (or stocks), supply and demand. Unfortunately, their model brings no forecasting power. To our knowledge, Krichene (2002) and Yang et al. (2002) are among the very few who applied an equilibrium correction model (ECM) on oil demand and supply (they focus on the U.S. market). The analysis by Krichene focuses on the whole of the 20th Century: the author derives price elasticities which is unfortunately of no use to our analysis restricted to the last two decades. Krichene (2006b) also considers the impact of monetary policy on demand for oil. As for Yang et al., they first estimate historical volatilities in the U.S. which, in turn, they add to equilibrium correction models for energy commodities such as coal, natural gas and crude oil. This allows them to derive a model where they allow for a switching price elasticity of demand. More recently Dees et al. (2007) and Kaufmann et al. (2008) also estimate ECM models for either supply and demand or price formation with additional nonlinearities accounting for the post 2002 dynamics that Askari and Krichene (2008) have, inter alia, identified.
In the forecasting literature, Yu et al. (2008) assess neural network models for spot prices. Also, Ye et al. (2002 Ye et al. ( , 2005 derive an easily implementable short-term forecasting model using seasonal effects and inventories. The role of inventories on oil price determination had been stressed by Pindyck (1994 Pindyck ( , 2001 and assessed in Merino and Ortiz (2005) . The latter authors show that the historical connection between stocks and prices appears recently to have altered. In our choice of variables and methodology, we are closest to Merino and Ortiz (2005) and two other related econometric papers: the first, by Kaufmann et al. (2004) , assesses the pricing role played by OPEC policies; the second, Dees et al. (2007) , mostly focuses on supply and demand equations, although the authors also estimate a pricing model. Here, we model the historical formation of real oil prices conditional on supply and demand. This allows us to measure a market premium as the deviation of nominal spot prices from our forecasts. The plan of this paper is as follows. We first present the main historical features of crude oil markets in section 2. They, together with economic model for commodities, preside over our choice of variables for our pricing equation; this constitute the purpose of section 3. In section 4 we conduct VAR and cointegration analyses. We assess there the validity of the weak exogeneity assumptions that allows us to focus, in section 5, on a univariate model. We also derive a market premium over the physical clearing price. Finally, section 6 concludes our analysis.
Global oil market features
Over the last two decades, crude oil prices have been determined by market mechanisms, yet this is in an imperfectly competitive market. As with any tradable goods, the price of oil follows the relative evolutions of supply and demand, decreasing when the former abounds, increasing when the market situation tightens. However, oil is no standard commodity:
1 it is marred by political concerns in an oligopolistic market dominated by a strong cartel, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Short term fluctuations in oil consumption-beyond mere seasonal activitydepend inter alia on the intensity of petroleum derivatives in the GDP and on the rate of growth of the latter (see Dees et al., 2007) . Price evolutions matter very little here: short-run price elasticity of demand for crude oil is near zero as there are no substitutes to its use that are readily available. Fattouh (2007a, table 1 ) provides a meta analysis of the short-and long-run price elasticities of oil demand, reporting estimates from seven different papers: the conclusion is that in the short term, demand hardly responds to price variations (elasticities are around -0.05), but this is not true for long-term fluctuations as elasticities range from about -0.6 in the OECD to -0.1 to -0.4 in emerging economies. Industrial economies exhibit a price elasticity with a larger absolute value because, following the two oil shocks in the 1970s, they have developed policies aimed at reducing dependence on energy and diversification away from oil. Indeed, Rogoff (2006, table 4c ) reports estimates showing a decrease in the impact of oil prices on GDP in G7 economies; this is in line with his argument that IMF-reported global oil intensity of GDP is in the 2000s 38% lower than in the 1970s.
As Rogoff discusses, the 1986 decrease in prices softened the pressure and reduced the effort. Nowadays, according to most estimates the price elasticity of long term world demand is around -0.5, provided that long term has a meaning for a non-renewable source of energy which could deplete rapidly.
On the supply side, the oil sector is still oligopolistic: it is organized around a few global private companies and the OPEC cartel. Although it controls only 40% of production worldwide, OPEC has until recently played a crucial role on price formation owing to its policy for regulating supply. Available reserves and spare productive capacities are chiefly located in the Middle Eastern OPEC countries. Originally created, in 1960, to defend the interests of its members, the cartel has progressively modified its objectives: moving away from a policy of sustained high prices in the 1970s and 80s to a more consensual policy taking consumer countries into account, see Fattouh (2007c) for an historical account and contemporary perspectives. Any OPEC decision to increase or reduce production quotas may hence lower or raise the price of crude oil. The impact OPEC has had over prices has evolved through time as
shown by Barsky and Kilian (2004) , Kaufmann et al. (2004) and Slaibi et al. (2006) .
The latter authors discuss in particular how inconsistencies in OPEC's strategies have played a role in crude oil price variations. We will return to this below. 3 Determinants of the price of crude oil
To derive an econometric model for the evolution of oil prices, we need to understand what factors may intervene. Oil is a commodity which is traded in an imperfectly competitive market, with few suppliers and many consumers. This oligopolistic structure implies that the price does not simply react to demand and supply as with many exhaustible commodities. Indeed, according to Hotelling (1931) , the price-net of the constant marginal extraction cost-in a perfectly competitive market should be in line with the interest rate, i.e. the discount rate that stabilizes the value of future receipts so that the sacrifice of future generations who will not consume this resource is taken into account. There is a number of issues that can lead to departure from Hotelling's rule; most of them (inter alia externalities, rising marginal extraction costs, risk aversion, imperfect information) are present in oil markets which are far from perfect. Analyzing the latter was the object of significant interest in the 1970s: see for instance Ulph and Folie (1980) and references therein. Fattouh (2007a) presents a review of recent structural analyses.
There exist many theoretical models for the determination of world supply, demand and prices of oil, many of which originated from Nordhaus (1973) (see Choukri (1979) for an early review of the pre-1979 shock theories). Following Griffin (1985) and the recent evidence in Ramcharran (2001 Ramcharran ( , 2002 , we believe in a model consisting of a mix of cartel and competitive market practices for the level of production.
Given that models of target revenue or property rights could be rejected on empirical grounds by Griffin and that non-OPEC producers have increased their significance since the mid-1980s, we do not consider these types of models. In contrast, we use a demand and supply model for commodities, in the line of Bacon (1991) , Dees et al. (2007) and Krichene (2007) , but where, contrary to these authors, we focus not on the determinants of supply and demand, but solely on the physical market price of crude oil. This amounts to conditional modeling of the short-term fluctuations. The effect of prices on demand and supply appears through an equilibrium correction model which hence combines both shorter-and longer-run effects. The rationale for their interaction stems from Hubbard (1986) who shows how intertwined they must be. In line with Pindyck (1994) and Pindyck (2001), we also consider the role of inventories.
Distortions to market behavior caused by OPEC and geopolitical considerations, as studied by Fattouh (2007c) , Kaufmann et al. (2004) and Slaibi et al. (2006) lead us to model the implicit target price of OPEC and its quota policy and to include dummy variables for external events such as the first and second Iraq wars. As noted by Geroski et al. (1987) , we also need to take account of the changes in OPEC pricing conduct. We therefore decided to restrict our analysis to the post-1987 era since the market experienced major changes at the time; in particular, market forces began to gain significance. This implies that our analysis will be restricted to a small sample of 68 quarterly observations ranging from 1989(1) to 2005(4). Consequently, we must adopt a parsimonious representation and we focus on the variables that necessarily impact the price.
In the simplest commodity model, clearing of the physical market would normally lead to a real price (P t ) being set so that demand equals supply. Unfortunately, the market for crude oil is imperfect. Global supply originates from non-OPEC countries, which produce at full capacity at all prices, and from OPEC, where production is regulated to maintain the price of a basket of various types of crude oil within a target band. Indeed, almost all spare production capacities are located in the cartel's countries and they-Saudi Arabia in particular-are often regarded as the supplier of last resort.
We hence model the supply side of the market via the production quotas of OPEC and the short run fluctuations that inventories allow. We denote crude inventory levels in the OECD by S
OECD t
and outside the OECD, by S non OECD t . The benefit in considering these variables rather than production lies in the correlation between 8 supply and demand: here we are in effect orthogonalizing the specific effect of supply with respect to demand, so that multicollinearity is reduced in our regressions.
Reflecting the differences in energy intensity of GDP between industrial and emerging economies, 4 we separate the demand side into those originating from OECD,
, and from non-OECD, D non OECD t , countries. Demand originating from the OECD has historically been the driving force behind market evolutions but non OECD economies have recently been consuming increasingly. Quarterly production and demand series were obtained from the International Energy Agency. We do not use strategic reserves as these are often very difficult to measure as governments are loath to report them.
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We now review the other variables that we include in the model, see also table 2 for definitions and data sources. In the rest of the paper, a lower case denotes the natural logarithm of the variable in upper case.
What price?
In our attempt to relate the quarterly price of crude oil to the situation of the phys- In this paper, we model the price for oil conditional on the levels of demand and supply. Hence we do not model how higher prices may render more expensive drilling locations profitable. Hence, in line with a measure of supply and demand (they are expressed in millions of barrels per day, averaged over a quarter), we must transform the price from its nominal to real value. Because crude oil imports are not final goods and constitute an input to an economy's production processes, it is natural to deflate the nominal price of crude oil with respect to the price of production goods in importing economies: we use the GDP deflator for the G7 group of countries.
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The resulting real price P t is the ratio of the average quarterly nominal spot price of a barrel of Brent over the chosen GDP deflator. It is therefore related to the need for oil in the production process of industrialized economies. It may be questioned whether this choice of deflator is appropriate. It is indeed common to attribute the price increases of the new millennium to demand originating from fast-developing economies. As these nations experience higher rates of inflation than observed in the OECD, it might seem reasonable to use their deflators also. Two issues then arise.
One concerns the availability and reliability of the necessary data: it is notoriously difficult to measure quarterly GDP deflators of countries developing so fast as China, see e.g. The Economist (2008) for misreporting in GDP figures, and even more so, to obtain accurate historical data. The second is about their relevance. We choose to use the deflator of industrialized economies since it allows to consider both demand for oil originating from their industries and the demand for the goods they produce coming from oil exporting economies. This choice of deflator, with a lower rate of increase, should over-emphasize the impact that demand for oil in non-OECD economies has on the increase in oil prices. 6 Ideally, we would have used the deflator for all OECD economies, i.e. the main consumers of oil. Owing to the lack of data for recent periods, we used the deflator for the G7. The latter closely follows the OECD deflator for the available periods. 7 Underestimating the rate of growth of the GDP deflator of emerging economies implies that changes in the real price of oil that they face is overestimated since the real price is the ratio of nominal price over deflator. Hence the parameter that links changes in real oil price (∆p) to the corresponding change in demand (∆d), i.e. ∂p/∂d, is overestimated for non-OECD countries, but not for those belonging to the OECD.
OPEC behavior
To analyze OPEC behavior, we resort to two distinct variables: one is their official production quota (Q t ), the other is their nominal price target. In contrast to Kaufmann et al. (2004) and Dees et al. (2007) we do not explicitly consider the wedge between OPEC production and quotas (cheating from member states): it is included in inventory variations and quotas are used a policy variable.
Until 2000, the nominal price target was implicit, see Tang and Hammoudeh (2002) . It was established to achieve domestic social needs, allow economic development and prevent the expansion of other oil producers. Because the marginal cost of production is lower for OPEC than for other producers, they possess a loose capacity to gear prices downwards. At the beginning of 2000, they decided to announce a target price at the end of their meetings and they delineated a rule which would play automatically on production quotas, although the latter has never been put in 2004 onwards (we use the OPEC bulletin as a reference). We deflate this nominal target using the G7 GDP deflator. This results in an OPEC target for the real price of crude oil that we denote by P * t .
Data analysis
We present, in figure 1, quarterly observations of the natural logarithm of the variables described above. Although it enters the VAR, we do not present here the results for p * t to make the figures more readable. Despite a few large outliers, the fit is reasonable-although the lack of seasonal patterns for the fitted OECD demand would require, if we were to specifically model the latter, additional fourth-order lags as regressors. In the analyses below, we follow Barsky and Kilian (2004) who stressed the impact of wars in the Middle-East on the oil market: we include indicator variables to account for the beginning of the first Iraq war (I90q3 and I90q4), the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 and ensuing Afghan war (I01q4 as the terrorist attack occurred towards the very end of the third quarter and were soon followed by the inception of the Afghan war) and the beginning of the second Iraq war (I03q2). When performing a battery of specification tests for the VAR(1) representation, we notice that seasonality induces slight fourth-order residual autocorrelation. Adding fourth-order lags of the endogenous variables would correct for this but, due to the available sample size, we cannot perform our cointegration analysis on a VAR(4) . Instead, since seasonality is a stationary feature and does not change the cointegrating vectors, we leave this issue aside until we focus on the congruent stationary mapping. We will show that annual patterns can easily be accounted for at that stage (see section 5.1). We conclude that the variables presented here constitute a reasonably congruent (see Hendry, 1997) representation of the data generating process.
We now perform cointegration tests and we use Johansen's trace test (see Jo- hansen, 1991 and 1996) which leads to rejecting the presence of fewer than one stationary relation (at a p-value lower than 1%) and to accepting the existence of two cointegrating vectors as in table 1.
We also test the same model when allowing also for a linear trend to enter the cointegrating space. This leads to the same conclusion of a cointegration rank of 2.
Under the assumption that one cointegrating vector relates p t to p * t , and the other, s in the second. This feature is not rejected by the data and we proceed to further reduction, progressively eliminating the remaining variables from the cointegration space. We eventually identify the following stationary relations:
these vectors are presented-demeaned with superscript ' µ ', i.e. c attempts to control the difference between the observed price and its target by modifying its quota; and (c 2 ) there is a link between OECD stocks and demand, which corresponds loosely to a coverage rate-we will define it properly below-and their difference (in logs) has been decreasing at a constant rate over the last fifteen years, hence the necessity to add a linear trend for stationarity. 
Robustness checks
Given the low number of available observations, the multivariate Johansen test may not be the most efficient, although Coombs and Algina (1996) show that a ratio of more than 10 observations per dependent variables imply that the test controls size reasonably when the data are normally distributed. The latter assumption is subject to the outliers that wars caused, yet Gonzalo (1994) also showed that the test is robust to failure of normality. To ensure the robustness of our results, we also perform the single equation equilibrium-correction test of Banerjee et al. (1998) . This has been recommended by Ericsson and MacKinnon (2002) in small samples (the technique is subject to weak exogeneity assumptions which we show to hold in the next subsection). The estimated equations are, first, corresponding to (1):
where we cannot reject µ q = µ * 1 p = µ 1 q = 0 and impose it for parsimony. The resulting t-statistic for the null hypothesis that λ p = 0, i.e. of no cointegration involving (p t , p * t , q t ) is -3.57 which Ericsson and MacKinnon (2002) , using their accompanying files, associate with a p-value of 4.9% so that absence of cointegration is rejected at the 5% level. Rejection is here marginal, yet present in this small sample. Now, for the second cointegrating vector, we estimate
and obtain a t-statistic of -4.13 for λ s , i.e. a p-value of 2.1% for the null of no cointegration. We are therefore confident that equations (1) and (2) identify the two cointegrating vectors in the system.
Weak exogeneity
Given the low number of observations at our disposal, we aim to perform a univariate analysis of the determinants of the real price of crude oil. For this to be possible, we need to ascertain that we are entitled to model the distribution of the variable of interest without having to consider the marginal distributions of the conditioning variables. This can be done provided that the regressors are weakly exogenous for the parameters of the conditional regression, see Engle et al. (1983) . In addition to parameters being variation free (which we assume here), we need to assess that the factor loadings-or impact coefficients, see Johansen (1996) -of the cointegrating vector c 1 are zero for all the equations of the VAR, except that which governs p t (and necessarily p * t given its definition from 2004 on). We proceed to a Likelihood Ratio test for these restrictions. The log-likelihood of the unrestricted model is l U R = 797.048; imposing 3 impact coefficients (those of inventories and both demands) to be zero leads to l R = 794.278. The statistic is then 2(l U R −l R ) = 5.54 which we need comparing to the critical values of a χ 2 (3) : this is associated with a p-value of 14%. Restricting also the factor loading of q t leads to a p-value of 8%. It seems difficult to consider that OPEC quotas are weakly exogenous for the setting of prices, but we yet consider that we can marginally disregard the process governing the behavior of OPEC since quotas are not modified often can be considered as given from a quarter to the next.
This therefore allows for a univariate analysis of price determination, which we do in the next section.
Weak exogeneity of prices and quotas for the parameters of the supply and demand equations are another key assumption that is necessary for the single-equation test of equation (4). It is an assumption that allows for maximum likelihood, or least squares, estimation of an equilibrium correction mechanism with no need for instrumental variables. A likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis of zero impact coefficients of (2) onto the equations for (p t , p * t , q t ) in the VAR yields l R = 796.000 and p-value of 55%. Weak exogeneity here does not imply that prices do not have a long-term impact on production levels, such as in the target revenue theory tested by Ramcharran (2001 Ramcharran ( , 2002 , or consumption (see Yang et al., 2002, and Dees et al., 2007) , simply that when considering quarterly variations, we can condition price evolutions on the other variables without modeling the mechanism that controls the formation thereof.
5 Univariate analysis
An equilibrium correction model
Under weak exogeneity of the regressors for the parameters of the conditional regression, we proceed to univariate modeling of the changes in oil price. We also create an "expected demand coverage rate" variable in order to assess whether the current level of stocks is sufficient to satisfy expected demand for the next period given the highly seasonal pattern of the latter. This variable is constructed as the ratio of current crude oil stocks in the OECD countries over expected OECD demand for the next quarter, computed as the current value to which we add the previous year's corresponding quarter-to-quarter variation. This is thus defined as
following the linear rule: 
and cr t = log CR t . This new variable closely mimics c µ 2,t but with a forward looking element. We proceed to a General-to-Specific estimation of a regression of the quarterly change ∆p t over the variables that we defined in the previous section, including the demeaned cointegrating vectors, together with cr t . All the stochastic regressors are entered with lags to obtain a forecasting model. For thoroughness of the reduction procedure, we use the PcGets software (see Hendry and Krolzig, 2001) whereR 2 is adjusted R 2 , ln L is the log-likelihood, F pNull and F pConst are tests for the joint nulls that, respectively, no regressor parameters and only a constant are significant. It may be questioned whether equation (7) does not suffer from small sample bias since we use 11 regressors for 63 observations. In reality, since four of the explanatory variables are dummies, their impact is solely to offset the effect of the corresponding observation on estimation. The model hence consists of 7 regressors for 59 observations, a ratio of 8.4 observation per regressor. Although low, this ratio is quite standard in dynamic macroeconomics: it corresponds for instance to estimating a bivariate VAR(4) (with a constant) or a trivariate cointegrated VAR (1) using quarterly data over 1970 (1)-2005(1).
Testing for misspecification of (7), we cannot reject the absence of residual autocor- What is the model of price formation that equation (7) ). Equation (7) also shows via an equilibrium correction feature involving c 1,t−1 that OPEC achieves its aims at controlling prices.
In addition to market effects, we identify indicator variables for wars. The first two this explains why we resorted to a dummy variable and why the latter has a negative impact.
We also considered whether the model is constant over the sample. Figures 5 and 6 record parameter estimates and corresponding t-statistics obtained from recursive estimation with an initializing sample of 24 observations. We observe that all parameters are reasonably constant and significant in-sample, with the possible exception of the coefficients of ∆d non OECD t−1 and c µ 2,t−1 which are stable yet barely significant until the latest observations. We will return to this when we consider alternative parsimonious models in the next subsection. This is not of too much concern since both regressors also enter via their second difference and four-quarter change, respectively, with strongly significant parameters: the staggered estimated effect may be suffering from a lack of precision, but the overall effect is robust.
The model presented above in equation (7) constitutes a valid representation for the determination of the clearing price of crude oil according to the physical market.
This accounts for about 70% of price variations, leaving the remaining 30% to financial markets and unexpected innovations. Figure 7 presents the corresponding forecasts for the price level. 
Figure 7: Fit of the equilibrium correction mechanism for the level of oil prices (upper panels), and corresponding forecast errors (lower panels).
Alternative specifications
To prevent overfitting our model, we attempt to determine, via a smaller version thereof, which variables account for most of the fit. This is presented in (8) with a fit ofR 2 = 63% but specification tests lead to rejecting the hypothesis of nonautocorrelated errors with a p-value of 0.7%. This does not need to be a problem if we follow Hendry and Krolzig (2005) who hold that when performing multiple, say n, specification tests at a nominal size η, the probability of rejecting at least one is 1-(1 − η) n ≈ nη so that congruency tests should be carried at the 1% level to avoid almost one-hundred percent chance of model rejection and yet some individual test rejection is to be expected. This smaller model (8) which excludes non-linear patterns therefore constitutes a satisfactory yet non-congruent representation:
Among the explanatory variables that we also considered, we tried to establish whether the price was reacting to movements in its currency of denomination. For this purpose, we constructed an exchange rate for the United States dollar with respect to a basket of currencies, namely the Euro, the Pound Sterling and the Japanese Yen, where the weights are chosen to follow those of the respective currencies in the valuation of the IMF Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). But this variable seemed not to matter, confirming the results in Yousefia and Wirjanto (2004) .
Contributions
In this section, we compute the contributions of the different variables to the change in oil prices, as a result of equation (7). Because we deal with an equilibrium correction model, we need to take full account of the dynamics: here we use 2000(1) as a reference and compute the dynamic impact of the regressors from then. We use the fact that the equilibrium correction model takes the form
for some linear combination w t of the z regressors which we disregard at this stage.
The z t variables might include lags of a unique or several variables. Re-write (9) as p t = (1 − α)Lp t + αw t−1 + z γ z z t so that the total dynamic impact of one of the z
and we define the impact on ∆p t as
for some, large enough, τ > 0. Cumulating the C z (i) , starting from some observation of reference T 0 , provides the cumulated dynamic impact of z on p over T 0 , ..., t as
which we compare to p t − p T 0 . For the impact of the cointegrating relation, we simply report the cumulative sum of −α (p i − w i ) for i = T 0 , ..., t. mand. Yet, prices ended up stabilizing at a relatively high level.
• The discussion above shows that, prior to 2004, the determinants identified by equation (7) explain market prices. Yet, this is no longer so from 2004 on: all the factors that we consider pushed the price downwards but the latter was exploding. In
the next section, we analyze this aspect further by quantifying the so-called 'market premium' and discussing its origin.
Market premium
The analysis above stresses, from 2004, a disconnection between the price implied by equation (7) and that which was observed. Such discrepancies are not unexpected since our model only takes into account a few of the potential factors that might drive prices. This is exactly the reason why we focused on supply and demand determinants:
to identify systematic departures from the implied price. We hence define the market premium as the difference between the observed spot-nominal-price and that which can be explained by a historical account of the relation between the real price and the physical market. By physical market, we mean the demand and supply of quantities of crude oil as defined in the introduction to the paper.
Because the equilibrium correction model considered concerns quarterly changes, the resulting fitted values for the levels are always based on past observations ( y t = y t−1 + ∆y t ) and hide systematic departures. For this reason, we compute the premium as the difference between the current price and that obtained by cumulating the residuals from estimation as in the previous subsection, starting from the reference of 2000(1). This leads to the series presented in figure 9 where we notice that the premium has indeed been exploding from 2004. As expected, the latter differs strongly from the residuals in figure 7 . Here, the idea is to construct a dynamic forecast analysis reflecting the physical elements of the market. Askari and Krichene (2008) for an estimation thereof.
In addition to the developments affecting oil markets directly, world growth was gathering momentum and the dollar was depreciating. Both effects were fueling expectations of future price rises, see Krichene (2006a Krichene ( , 2008 and references therein. It is still debated whether the loose worldwide monetary conditions were the cause of the spiralling prices of commodities-see Krichene (2006b) All these combined effects cannot be included in our model. Most are transitional, and some could be permanent. In particular, the equation may be underestimating the effect of the demand originating from non OECD economies. As discussed in section 3.1, our choice of GDP deflator might a priori overestimate the impact of ∆d
on ∆p t , although recursive parameter estimates are stable in figure 5. They do not present any increasing tendency towards the end of the sample, nor do the other
estimates. Yet, it is possible that markets may have overreacted to the buoyancy the Chinese economy was exhibiting then. This could explain the 'speculative' effects that Merino and Ortiz (2005) observed.
Few of the factors that can justify the rise in recent market premium can be statistically tested since they appeared almost simultaneously and the available data would not allow to disentangle them yet. 9 This was at a time when risks facing the delivery of crude oil and the uncertainty about future demand were high. Askari and Krichene (2008) show that the dynamics of oil prices have undergone jumps. The increasing premium confirms this aspect and it can be argued that equation (7) then suffers from misspecification. Since the aim of this paper is to measure the deviation from historical drivers and owing to the good fit prior to 2003, we believe instead that a model with regime shift could be more appropriate for accurate tracking of prices.
But this would imply using new regressors, such as futures positions taken by non commercial participants, which do not fall within the scope of the definition that we used for the determination of the physical price. It would also prove a problem since most models based on financial market behaviors focus on higher frequencies, and it is unsure whether the corresponding influences still matter from one quarter to the other.
Finally, we focused, in this paper, on quarterly changes in oil prices conditional on demand and supply. On a quarter to quarter basis, the feedback effect of prices on demand and supply must be low and we explicitly tested for weak exogeneity of the former. Yet, when deriving the implied price dynamics, we run into potential problems since exogeneity may not hold over longer horizons. This seems to us a potential source of misspecification, although the choice of the reference year should mitigate the impact thereof since the premium is computed at most five years away, and we saw that price elasticity of demand is low. If we did not run into the issue of small sample estimation, we may wish to consider instrumental variable estimation to correct for the possible endogeneity of the regressors, or develop a multivariate model for supply, demand and price. With fewer than twenty years of data, we believe that our limited information single-equation approach is more robust to misestimation.
Conclusions
In this article, we derived an econometric model for the determination of the real price of a barrel of crude oil. This model is based entirely on physical aspects of the market situation-i.e. quantities produced, stocked, distributed and consumed-and estimated post-1988, when oil prices started being driven by market forces. Two coin-tegrating relations matter here, relating to OPEC's attempts at controlling prices and to a tendency-also observed in other industries-towards a tightening in inventories relative to demand. Using a dynamic forecast derived from the equilibrium correction mechanism, we were able to compute a resulting premium on the price of oil that embodies elements which are not part of historical physical market behavior and may reflect market participants' perception of uncertainty and risk. This premium accounts for about half the increase in oil price between 2000 and the end of 2005.
Our model also allows for a decomposition of the various contributions of the regressors to the change in prices. We thus observe what factors drive the evolution at any point in time. Between 2004 and 2005, the increase in market price was larger than implied by the physical situation, whereas in the two years before, it was caused by emerging market (i.e. non OECD) demand and a tightening of OPEC quotas. Our model shows that demand from fast-developing economies is not enough to explain the surge in oil prices. In particular, our choice for the transformation from nominal to real price should lead to over-estimating the historical impact of non-OECD demand.
In order to obtain a full understanding of the factors that presided over the recent increase in the market premium, the potential role played by trading strategies such as uncovered futures and options positions that can be deemed speculative would need to be assessed, in relation with other commodities in particular. The impact of sudden fears like the emergence of the 'end of oil' debate that followed the increased demand to sustain China's growth at the turn of the millennium also needs evaluating.
Our inability to explain recent hikes from historical patterns is consistent with studies such as Askari and Krichene (2008) who showed that oil price dynamics experienced breaks, or jumps.
As the end of 2008 witnesses a cooling down of the buoyancy of commodity prices, it remains to be seen whether this implies a reversal to historical trends and whether the recent period was just a parenthesis. 
